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Topics

• Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
• Deep Learning 
• Underpinnings of Deep Learning
• Calculus, Linear Algebra, Probability, 

Computational Complexity
• Disruptions is CS and in Software development
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Today AI is ubiquitous
• Automate routine labor

– Search

• Understand speech 
– SIRI, Alexa

• Autonomous Vehicles
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Knowledge is needed for AI
• It is intuitive and subjective

– How to get this into a computer
• Knowledge-based Approach

– Hard-code knowledge
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Representation Learning

• Solution: use ML to not only learn mapping from 
representation to output but representation itself
– Better results than hand-coded representations

• Allows AI systems to rapidly adapt to new tasks
– Designing features can take great human effort

• Can take decades for a community of researchers

• Does not need programmer to have deep 
knowledge of the problem domain
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Definition of Deep Learning
• Deep learning is inspired by neural networks of 

the brain to build learning machines which 
discover rich and useful internal 
representations, computed as a composition of 
learned features and functions

• This definition is a goal and does not say much 
about HOW we achieve that
– E.g., by adding priors to learn better high-level 

representations
– The term deep learning is indeed aspirational, like 

'AI' or 'machine learning' 7



Learning ML differs from other CS



Underpinnings of Deep Learning
Neurobiology Statistical Physics Distributed Computing 
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Deep Learning
• Understand the world as hierarchy of concepts

– How these concepts are built on top of each other is 
deep, with many layers

– Weights learnt by gradient descent
x t+1 = x t − ε∇

xt
f (x t )



Role of Calculus

• Physicist Richard Feynman suggested that  “the 
language God talks” is calculus*

• Techniques invoked:
1.Derivatives
2.Chain rule
3.Optimization (maxima, minima)
4.Taylor’s series
5.Jacobian, Hessian

11*Herman Wouk “The language God talks: on science and religion”*



Role of Linear Algebra
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Role of Probability/Statistics
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Role of Computational Complexity

• The problem of inference in PGMs is NP-hard

• Confronting the partition function
– Monte Carlo methods 
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Clique Trees

    
∇θ logZ(θ) = Ex~p(x )

∇θ log !p(x)



Deep Learning Frameworks
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How Deep Learning disrupts CS
• Software Developer

• Present: Write and maintain layers of tangled code
• Future: A teacher– curate training data & analyze results

• Mathematics
• Present:  Logic, Discrete mathematics
• Future: Probability Theory, Calculus, Linear Algebra

• Programming Environments
• Present: C++, Java
• Future: Tensorflow/Pytorch/Gluon/…

– In ten years most software jobs won’t involve programming

• Hardware
• Present: CPUs
• Future: GPUs
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Disruption in Software Development
• Deep Learning is not just another tool

– It is a fundamental shift in how software is written
• Software 1.0 (Classical “stack”)

– It is code we write
– e.g., LAMP(Linux, Apache, MySQL, Python/Perl)

• Software 2.0 (Code written by Optimizer) 
– It is in a user unfriendly language

• There are millions of weights
– No human involved in coding
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Conclusion
• Deep learning is inspired by neurobiology, 

statistical physics and distributed computing
• Deep learning methods heavily borrow from 

traditional science and continuous mathematics
• Deep Learning involves calculus, linear algebra, 

probability/statistics, computational complexity, 
distributed architectures

• Deep learning  will disrupt CS and software 
development
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